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NCCHPS Dinner Meeting and Affiliate’s Night
				
Thursday, May 20, 2009
				
Hs Lordship’s Restaurant, Berkeley
					
		
6:00 - 7:00 PM
Social hour
7:00 - 8:00 PM
Dinner
8:00 - 9:30 PM
Speaker’s Presentation and Affiliate Presentations

Speaker: Carolyn Jean Mac Kenzie, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
“Assisting Countries in Africa with Radioactive Source Control”
The NNSA/NA-21 Global Threat Reduction Program effort in Africa will be described and efforts to assist
African countries with locating and securing dangerous radioactive sources will be highlighted. The methodology for locating sources of interest, assisting with obtaining a verified inventory of sources, and securing or
removing the most dangerous sources will be described. Lessons learned on how to provide sustainable support to developing countries will be addressed.
Affilliate’s Night also returns where our Affiliate representatives will demonstrate their products and present
their many services. Check this issue of the Newsletter to find out more.
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President’s Message
Dear NCCHPS members,
At the last board meeting in Pleasanton the board members had an excellent discussion with
Ed Maher and Ken Kase regarding the challenges of enrolling new members to our national
health physics society. Part of gaining new membership is gaining new health physicists. In
answer to that question on how to grow as a society you may have seen that “Hollywood” is
coming to Salt Lake City for the annual meeting to make a video which will provide information about the profession in a style appealing to the younger generation. If you are enthusiastic
about your piece of the pie and will be at the annual meeting contact the New Jersey chapter
and see if you pass the audition. Maybe they will give you your own trailer … But enough
about national and a little bit about us: Did you know that NCCHPS has 207 members? Of
that total about 12% are new members in the last two years and 25% are lifetime members.
While we are a strong professional chapter, with the Bay Area as diverse in our field as it is we
have room to grow. As I lovingly said to the board at our March meeting “lets have an adopt
an HP campaign!” Is there an HP in your office a little too lonely on NCCHPS meeting nights?
Is someone in the cubicle around the corner thinking about the health physics field but not
sure? Bring them along. I am of the belief that the next generation of health physicists starts
with individual leadership. That means you and you and you.
If you printed out this newsletter and held it in your hands you might notice that it’s a little
thicker this time. Yes, this IS the issue that we celebrate our affiliates and their support but
there is something new. Kathy Dinnel-Jones had the brilliant idea to encourage George Anastas to write an article for NCCHPS about his experiences down under with the Australian
Radiation Protection Society. The board thought this was so much fun that we want more!
If you have projects you are proud of, have something new in your back pocket useful to us
HPs, or an interesting bit of history that is perfect to share with the chapter please shape it into
an article and email it to the board. We are delighted to add this feature to our newsletter.
Let me conclude by saying I applaud our Affiliates for their dedicated support. We can’t do it
with out you.
All the best,

Dawn Banghart
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The 55th Annual Meeting of the Health Physics Society
27 June - 1 July 2010, Salt Lake City, UT
The Health Physics Society and Campus Radiation Safety Officers (CRSO) invite members of
the Society and CRSO organization, other scientists, and students to participate in the 55th Annual Meeting of the Health Physics Society and the 22nd Biennial CRSO meeting to be held in
Salt Lake City, Utah, 27 June-1 July 2010.
Salt Lake City is a beautiful city set in the northeast corner of the Salt Lake Valley with the
steep Wasatch mountains on its eastern border, the Oquirrh mountain ranges its western side
and the Great Salt Lake on the northwest The state capital of Utah, it is located within the
larger urban area known as the Wasatch which has a population of well over 2 million people
The city was founded in 1847 as Great Salt Lake City by a group of Mormon Pioneers The
area was put into farms initially and experienced mining booms and busts; with the coming of
the first transcontinental railroad it was also known as the Crossroads of the West Today it is a
friendly community with a strong outdoor recreation industry that displayed its capabilities to
the world when it welcomed the 2002 Winter Olympics to its community.
Visit the national meeting website for more information and registration:
http://hps.org/meetings/meeting23.html
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Report from the Australian Radiation Protection Society
By George Anastas

In January 2010 at the Mid-Year Meeting in Albuquerque, Kathleen DinnelJones asked if I would write a short note for the Northern California Newsletter about the Australasian Radiation Protection Society and some items (that
may or may not be of interest to the Chapter members). Well with tennis and
other things going on, I finally got around to it.
Since about 1992 I have been attending the Annual Meetings of the Australasian Radiation Protection Society (ARPS) and doing some consulting in
‘stralia.
“The Australian Radiation Protection Society was founded in 1975 and has
more than 250 members engaged in radiation protection activities. Members are engaged in a variety of activities designed to ensure the safe use of
both ionizing and non-ionzing radiation for a wide variety of applications, in
medicine, pure and applied science, industry and mining. The Society was
renamed the Australasian Radiation Protection Society in 1997 to reflect the
increasing involvement of members from outside of Australia, particularly
from New Zealand. “(From the ARPS Web Site: http://www.arps.org.au/)
ARPS has several Branches, local Chapters in our parlance: New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia. Australia has a population slightly less than 22 million with a land area of about 3 million
square miles. The US has a population of about 307 million and a land area about 3.8 million square miles.
I have attended and participated in ARPS Meetings in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Fremantle, Melbourne, … and
have enjoyed every one. I have spoken at a meeting of the New South Wales Branch. The next ARPS Annual Meeting is in Adelaide in October (with a trip to Olympic Dam, a multi-mineral ore body. It is the world’s fourth largest
remaining copper deposit, fifth largest gold deposit and the largest uranium deposit. It also contains significant quantities of silver. Olympic Dam is located about 600 kilometers north of Adelaide). The ARPS members are wonderful,
cordial have a great outstanding sense of humor and tuned into what is happening all around the world. If you have
a few minutes, access the ARPS Web Site. You will see that there are about 5,000 hits from Australia and the United
States is second with 3,000 hits (so it is not me making all the hits!!). Efforts in uranium mining radiation safety and
medical radiation protection are very large in Australia and are broadly discussed at the ARPS Meetings.
“The Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organization (ANSTO) is a public research organisation responsible for delivering specialised advice, scientific services and products to government, industry, academia and other
research organisations. It does so through the development of new knowledge, delivery of quality services and support for business opportunities.
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There is a pool type reactor at ANSTO located at Lucas Heights outside of Sydney.
The Open Pool Australian Lightwater (OPAL) reactor is a state-of-the-art 20 Megawatt reactor that uses low enriched uranium fuel, heavy water moderator and cooled
by water has been operating for a number of years and is used for:
• Irradiation of target materials to produce radioisotopes for medical and industrial
applications
• Research in the field of materials science using neutron beams and associated instruments
• Analysis of minerals and samples using neutron activation techniques - and delayed
neutron activation techniques
• Irradiation of silicon ingots (termed Neutron Transmission Doping or NTP) for use
in the manufacture of electronic semiconductor devices.” (http://www.ansto.gov.
au/home)
I had an opportunity to tour ANSTO and particularly enjoyed viewing OPAL and talking with operators and scientists at ANSTO.
“The Australian Radiation and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA), as part of the
Health and Ageing Portfolio, is a Federal Government agency charged with responsibility for protecting the health and
safety of people, and the environment, from the harmful effects of ionising and non ionising radiation.” (http://www.
arpansa.gov.au/) ARPANSA is located in Melbourne (really located in a suburb of Melbourne called Yallambie) and I
have been there many times, ARPANSA has accelerators and comprehensive programs in environmental monitoring,
medical radiation, radiation standards, …
Soooo, I would suggest taking a look at the Web Sites I indicated. And if you get a chance to visit our colleagues in
‘stralia, say hello for me.

That’s me on the right (?) asking directions. The ‘Roo is more interested in the food in the left hand of the young girl.
Best Regards to Everyone in the NCCHPS,

George Anastas, President HPS 2001-2002
PS: In 2008 I was honoured by the ARPS Executive Committee electing me a Fellow of the Australasian Radiation
Protection Society.
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The Nucleus of Quality Air Monitoring Programs
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Plan on attending the Canberra User Group Meeting at the Hyatt Harborside in Boston,
Massachusetts on July 12-16, 2010 for one of the premier annual events in the nuclear
industry. Also, be sure to meet Canberra representatives at Affiliate’s Night and see the
latest Canberra developments.

Eberline Services
2030 Wright Ave.
Richmond, CA 94804-3849
800/841-5487 Toll free
510/235-2633
510/235-0438 Fax

Eberline Services’ Richmond California laboratory is the
nations longest continuously running commercial radioanalytical laboratory with over 59 years of experience. Eberline
Services Richmond is part of the nations largest radiochemistry laboratory network. We are recognized for our technical
knowledge and ability to provide high precision, low detection radiological analyses. An array of counting techniques
consisting of alpha spectroscopy, gamma spectroscopy, gas
proportional counting, liquid scintillation, alpha scintillation, x-ray spectrometry, radon, and KPA (total U) allow the
Richmond facility to achieve high precision results and high
sensitivity. We have the capability of analyzing over 175
radionuclides on a variety of matrices including bioassay,
environmental, hazardous waste, effluent, 10CFR61, REMP,
and drinking water. Multi state certifications and accreditations by EPA, DOE, DOD, and nuclear reactor clients allow
Eberline Services Richmond to perform radioanalytical work
even under the most stringent regulatory requirements.
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Hi-Q Environmental Products
Company
7386 Trade St.
San Diego, CA 92121
Phone: 858.549.2820
Fax: 858.549.9657
Email: info@hi-q.net
http://www.hi-q.net/

HI-Q Environmental Products Company is an ISO 9001:2000
Certified Company who has been a leading manufacturer of
Air Sampling Equipment, Systems & Accessories since 1973.
Our product line includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous duty high & low volume air samplers,
Air flow calibrators,
Radio Iodine sampling cartridges,
Collection filter paper,
Combination filter holders,
Complete stack/fume hood sampling systems and
Outdoor TSP, PM-10, PM-2.5 & PUF ambient air samplers

Feel free to peruse our online catalog. If you do not see a
system that completely meets your sampling needs, please
contact our Engineering Department for assistance. Thank you
for your interest in our air sampling products. For additional
details, visit our website at www.hi-q.net.
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Thermo Fisher Scientific, formerly Thermo Eberline, is still using radiation physics as the basis for our technology and we now offer the DOE, Nuclear Power, and the First Responder market some true innovation.
We now have an entire family of instruments, designed for use by the DOE and the Health Physics market, built around
the RadEye handheld meter. Example: Recall the E600/380AB approach to Alpha contamination measurements? A two
handed operation with cable connection problems? It is now a one-handed, lightweight device capable of logging 1600
data-points. And no cable! We’re doing similar things with pancake probes as well.
We now offer a NaI-based Survey meter/pager/dosimeter that has a range to 10R/hr! It’s called the Radeye and we offer a whole family of portable instruments with different applications in mind. You may have seen the Interceptor, a high
resolution (Cad Zinc Telluride) hand-held Isotope Identifier. We also have released new the new 12 series of SAM’s and
PM’s and we also offer a state of the art Hand/Foot monitor, the HFM-11.
For more information, please contact Dave Frlan at 253-875-9118 or david.frlan@thermofisher.com

California’s only licensed radioactive waste broker/processor, Thomas Gray & Associates provides disposal
brokerage, health physics, training and transportation services to the Western United States. To find our how
we can provide you service, please contact us at (714) 997-8090 or on the internet at http://www.tgainc.com.
Thomas Gray & Associates, Inc.
1205 West Barkley Avenue, Orange, CA 92868
T: 714·997·8090 F: 714·997·3561
http://www.tgainc.com
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RADIATIOn DeTeCTIOn COMPAny

SAFETY.

pErSonnEL doSImETrY SErVIcES proVIdE pEAcE oF
mInd For YoU And YoUr EmpLoYEES
Occupational exposure to ionizing radiation can occur in a range of industries including medical institutions, educational and
research establishments, and nuclear power facilities. Radiation Detection Company (RDC) can help you assess risk levels
appropriately and implement the best dosimetry monitoring system to meet the requirements of your radiation safety program.

QUALITY.

A FULL rAngE oF doSImETrY prodUcTS And SErVIcES
dESIgnEd To mEET ALL YoUr rAdIATIon dETEcTIon nEEdS
In addition to personnel dosimetry products, RDC offers a full suite of services designed to meet state and federal regulatory
standards including Radiation Instrument Calibration and Sealed Source Wipe Test Analysis.

VALUE.

commITmEnT To proVIdIng cUSTomErS ThE bEST
VALUE, QUALITY And SErVIcE
Radiation Detection Company has provided personnel radiation monitoring services for over half a century and
is recognized for quality and service in the industry. Full service dosimetry subscriptions include easy to read dose
reports, 24-hour internet-based account management, flexible monitoring options, and access to personalized
customer service 5 days a week between 7:00AM and 4:00PM PST. Our policy of no hidden fees makes RDC the
easy choice for all your radiation monitoring services.

For more information visit w w w.radetco.com
To place an order call Sales at 1-800-250-3314
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Seltech Inc is the sales organization representing a number of nuclear measurement manufacturers. Clyde Makinson in Richland Washington is an application-oriented salesman with many years of experience in the nuclear industry.

Seltech Electronic
Manufacturers
Representative Inc.

Clyde Makinson
(509) 943-5288
(888) 633-2340

Seltech Represents:
• Ludlum Measurements
• Gamma Products – automatic sample changers, counting systems and shields
• HI-Q Environmental Products – air sampling equipments
• Lab Impex Systems – area and stack monitoring system
• XRF Corp – Hand Held Isotopic Identifier with CdTe detector
• Ordela Inc – alpha scintillation detector and alpha spectrometers
• TSA Systems – SNM monitors and mobile GPS survey systems.
• Bladewerx – alpha spectra, continuous air particulate monitors
• Shieldwerx - Polyethylene-Based Gamma & Neutron Shielding

For additional details, visit our website.
clyde@owt.com
http://www.owt.com/seltech
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2009-2010
NCCHPS
Board Members:

The Next NCCHPS Meeting!

Visit NCCHPS
on the Web:
http://hpschapters.org/ncchps/

HS Lordship’s Restaurant
199 Seawall Dr .
Berkeley , CA 94710
Phone: (510) 843-2733
http://www.hslordships.com
Cost:           
NCCHPS members
NCCHPS member’s Spouses
Students
Non members
Deadline:

President

Dawn Banghart

Phone: (650) 725-1407
dawnb@stanford.edu

$30 ($35 @ door)
$35
$10
$40

Please register by May 15th, 2010!

Menu:
California Salad with Vinaigrette
___________________

Direct input for our next
newsletter to:
Warren TenBrook
tenbrook1@llnl.gov
925-423-1470
NCCHPS
c/o Warren TenBrook
Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808, L-628
Livermore, CA 94550

Entree Selections:
· Grilled Halibut -Served with Lemon Pepper Beurre
Blanc, Parsley Potatoes and Fresh Vegetable Medley.
· Chicken Breast Jerusalem - Served with Artichoke
Hearts and Mushrooms in a Chardonnay Cream
Sauce, Parsley Potatoes and Fresh Vegetable Medley.
· Portobello Mushroom Ravioli (vegetarian)

President-Elect
Quang Le

Phone: (925) 422-7543
le22@llnl.gov
Past President

Steven N. Bakhtiar

Phone (925) 876-8921

Steven.Bakhtiar@inl.gov
Secretary

Keith Heinzelman

Phone: (925) 423-0362
heinzelman1@llnl.gov
Treasurer

Jesse Hendricks

Phone: (510) 643-3010

jhendricks@berkeley.edu
Member at Large

Dessert: Cheesecake with Strawberry Sauce

Melissa C. Mannion

Phone: (510) 486-4423

All Meals served with Rolls and Butter, Coffee and
Tea.

mcmannion@lbl.gov
Member at Large
Eric D. Packard

Phone: (650) 604-4548

http://hpschapters.org/ncchps/dinner.php3
Only online registrations will be accepted. Contact
Jesse Hendricks ONLY if you encounter problems
with online registration: jhendricks@berkeley.edu

Eric.D.Packard@nasa.gov

